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Dear Professor, 

 

      We are delighted to inform you that Marketing 7e has published. This exciting 

new edition provides the power of Connect with SmartBook 2.0, which continually 

adapts to individual students’ needs, creating a personalized and productive 

learning experience.  This helps students come to class better prepared and ready 

to learn, allowing you to transform your classroom experience.  The 7th, edition will 

feature 8 new Video Cases, assignable Marketing Analytics exercises, assignable 

Marketing Mini Sims and much more, all within Connect. In addition, McGraw-Hill 

has recently introduced a new Marketing Insights Podcast series as well as a new 

Marketing Video Library, both updated monthly!   

     We are thrilled to provide the Grewal/Levy newsletter to empower you to 

provide current, cutting-edge examples of marketing in the classroom.   

    The newsletter includes abstracts of current articles, notes on the applicable 

chapters in the textbook, and discussion questions. The newsletter also features 

current videos. We hope you will find the visual and comprehensive topic coverage 

useful. The newsletter is also accessible at grewallevymarketing.com. We 

encourage you to tell us how you use the newsletter. Please send your feedback 

to mlevy@babson.edu. 

You can find a preview of Marketing 7e by clicking here.  To request a sample, 

please contact your McGraw-Hill Learning Technology Representative.   

Sincerely,  

                        

Dhruv Grewal & Michael Levy 

 

http://www.grewallevymarketing.com/
http://www.grewallevymarketing.com/
mailto:mlevy@babson.edu
http://grewallevymarketing.com/
mailto:mlevy@babson.edu
http://www.mhhe.com/eMag/Grewal_Marketing7e/
https://shop.mheducation.com/store/paris/user/findltr.html
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Videos: 

 

As SpaceX Takes Off, Small Rocket Startups 

Fall Behind 
 On May 30, SpaceX and NASA launched the first orbital 

human spaceflight from U.S. soil since the Space Shuttle 

Program ended in 2011. But as SpaceX dominates the 

headlines, a large number of small launch startups are 

poised to fail.   

 6:18 min 

 Use with Chapter: 1, “Overview of Marketing,” and Chapter: 

12, “Developing New Products”  

 Video Link 

 

 

Consumer Spending Slid in April; Here's 

Why That Matters 

 Consumer spending fell 13.6% in April, prompting further 

concerns about the impact of the coronavirus pandemic on 

the economy. Here’s why consumer spending is so 

important and how it can signal if the country is heading 

toward a recession.  

 3:18 min 

 Use with Chapter: 6, “Consumer Behavior” 

 Video Link 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.wsj.com/video/as-spacex-takes-off-small-rocket-startups-fall-behind/742DFCBC-0023-44CF-887B-34F8CA75946E.html
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https://www.wsj.com/video/consumer-spending-slid-in-april-here-why-that-matters/14661D9B-8251-43EB-B082-EDDE09187E2F.html
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Wax On, Wax Off, Don’t Wax at All: How Broadly Shifting 

Consumer Trends Inform the Car Wax Sector 
Roy Furchgott, “A Generation Gap in Car Wax,” The New York Times, May 17, 2020. 

Use with Chapter 6, “Consumer Behavior,” and Chapter 9, “Segmentation, Targeting, and Positioning” 

The sharing economy and prevalence of ride-sharing services 

certainly didn’t help. But these recent developments are not 

actually the primary cause of the troubles of car wax 

manufacturers like Turtle Wax and Meguair’s. Those troubles 

started a couple of decades ago, when teenagers in the early 

2000s revealed, through their behaviors, that they just did not 

care that much about cars. Whereas nostalgic accounts of 

Americana recall Baby Boomers as teens in their driveways, 

lovingly working on and polishing their muscle cars, 

contemporary generations of millennial and Gen Z drivers just 

want the car to work. If it needs a polish, they want to drive it 

through an automated machine or pay someone to do it, quickly 

and inexpensively. 

Such shifts demanded a radical redefinition of the marketing approaches adopted by wax and polish manufacturers, as 

representatives of the wider car-care industry. For decades, they had competed to devise and produce mass market 

polishes that any driver might use during the regular weekend activity of washing and waxing their cars at home. At the 

same time, they sought innovations and more niche offerings, developing the highest end versions that promised a mirror-

like shine to the finish and lasting protection. At the very highest end, some of these niche waxes sell for as much as $850 

per jar.  

The niches still exist, if in somewhat smaller proportions. There are still gearheads, most of whom follow Formula One 

racing, watch shows like “Graveyard Carz,” attend car shows, and join car-oriented interest groups that host rallies and 

events. Thus the channels to reach these consumers are relatively clear. The high-end niche brands place advertising on 

race cars and billboards, buy ad time during car-focused shows, and sponsor various events. 

That leaves less space for the mass market brands like Turtle Wax to reach these aficionados. Instead, they are left with 

the prospect of trying to sell a moderately priced product to an audience of consumers who don’t really want it. One 

option is to seek a lower price point, hoping that if the cost is low enough, people will recognize the need to protect their 

cars and make the purchase. However, on this end of the market spectrum, the big brands again face intense competition 

from small-batch rebottlers that charge extremely low prices. These companies purchase bulk amounts of a generic wax, 

add in some fragrance and color, develop a novel branding strategy, and then sell the rebottled product online. Their costs 

are thus very low, and they can easily scoop up consumers who just want an inexpensive, nice smelling wax to get the job 

done. 

With specialty boutique brands in the passing lane, and rebottlers taking up the slow vehicle lane, traditional wax brands 

find themselves stuck in the middle lane of this competitive highway. But as driving and car ownership trends continue to 

shift, such that fewer people own cars, and even those who have them tend use them as tools rather than falling in love 

with their vehicles, the middle is not a great place to be, and the ultimate outcome may see these brands taking the next 

exit. 

Discussion Questions 

1. How do younger car consumers differ from previous generations? 

2. How are car-care companies targeting these younger consumers? 

3. What are some of challenges facing mass market car-care brands? 

4. What competitive advantages do boutique brands and rebottlers enjoy? 

Back to Top  



Should Social Media Pay News Sources for Linked Content? 

Australia Says Yes 
Mike Cherney, “Google, Facebook to be Ordered to Pay for Australian News Content,” The Wall Street Journal, April 20, 2020  

Use with Chapter 3, “Social and Mobile Marketing,” and Chapter 8, “Global Marketing” 

Digital media is more often criticized for spreading false or 

inaccurate information, rather than dispensing well-researched, 

hard-hitting journalism. But when media platforms like Google 

and Facebook try to provide access to legitimate sources, 

problems still can arise. In particular, links from their sites to 

conventional media sources rarely involve any payment, which 

means that the companies benefit from expert content, without 

doing anything to support the efforts required to product that 

content. 

In Australia, legislators have decided the situation is untenable 

and plan to propose regulations to force both Facebook and 

Google (through its parent company Alphabet) to pay for any 

news articles, sourced from other entities, that appear on their 

sites. Although the precise calculations of these payments remain to be determined, the social media companies reacted 

swiftly and negatively to the announcements.  

According to their arguments, conventional media sources and journalism outlets benefit tremendously from the symbiotic 

relationship, because Facebook and Google drive substantial traffic to their sites. Of course, by including good content, 

the social media sites attract more users, which enables them to charge higher rates to advertisers on their platforms. But 

beyond those benefits, it also means that more users are increasingly likely to find links to the content and click on it, 

leading them to the journalists’ sites.  

Despite holding firm to these arguments, continued complaints from media producers have led to some concessions from 

the social media companies. For example, Google reportedly is negotiating contracts with publishers to pay some fee for 

their content, and Facebook agreed to pay to license any news headlines and content that would appear in its own news 

aggregator.  

Australia wants more than these voluntary efforts, but it also may be at risk of overplaying its hand. When Spain sought to 

force Google to pay publishers, Google just closed its dedicated news service for that nation. When France tried a 

different tactic, arguing that Google was required under EU copyright law to pay for the content previews it provided, 

Google responded by changing its methods and limiting previews just to article titles, thus avoiding the requirement.  

The power of the big media platforms is clear. Yet their strong-arm tactics might be short-sighted too. They acknowledge 

that having high quality journalistic content available is valuable to them and their users. If they continue to exploit these 

sources without paying to support their efforts though, they might contribute to the failure of traditional publishers, with 

ultimately detrimental effects for their own appeal.  

Discussion Questions 

1. Should social media platforms pay for the access to journalistic content that they provide to users? 

2. If so, how should these payments be calculated—based on views, copyright laws, clicks, or some other 

metric, for example? 
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A Radical Pricing Departure by Apple that Represents Its Adherence 

to the Same Strategy 
Jay McGregor, “Apple to Abruptly Slash New AirPod Prices and Ditch Famous iPhone Ensemble,” Forbes, May 20, 2020; Jay McGregor, “Ruthless 

Apple Slashes iPhone & iPad Prices to Fen Off Rivals, Bad News for Android,” Forbes, May 16, 2020 

Use with Chapter 15, “Strategic Pricing Concepts” 

As a brand, Apple is innovative, creative, and cutting-edge. It is 

not cheap. For virtually all of its history, the company has held 

firm to a premium pricing strategy, offering new models at price 

points that are higher than those charged by most competitors. 

Although savvy buyers might find a few deals in refurbished or 

older models, even those prices remain relatively high. This 

pricing strategy has helped support the company’s continuous 

innovation and also enabled it to maintain a prestigious, 

appealing image. 

And then came COVID-19 and the related sales drops. In 

particular, sales of AirPods, the popular wireless listening 

devices, slowed considerably in early 2020, leaving Apple with a 

substantial inventory backlog. Such a situation is virtually 

unprecedented for the company, which historically has been able to track the sales curves that its popular products tend to 

follow quite accurately.  

In response to the novel scenario, Apple radically altered its pricing strategy, but in doing so, it also held firm to its 

corporate principles, namely, to be innovative. That is, even as it pursued a totally different approach to pricing AirPods, 

as well as some other devices, it maintained its overall reputation for moving quickly and decisively. In particular, it make 

three key strategic decisions.  

First, it shelved plans to introduce a new model of the AirPods in 2020. With so much inventory of the most recent model, 

it had no interest in flooding the market further, so it cut losses there and planned to return to development efforts later, 

after it had cleared its proverbial shelves. 

Second, it indicated that new models of iPhones would no longer come with Earpods, the wired headphones that have 

always come with new devices. The Earpods offer functionality but also relatively lower quality. Thus, Apple gave price-

conscious consumers an added-value benefit by providing the Earpods for free, but it also gave quality-focused consumers 

a good nudge to purchase a better option. By removing the free offer of Earpods, the company essentially forces new 

phone buyers to make an additional purchase to be able to listen without bothering other people around them. 

Third, it is cutting the price. This move is the big one, but it requires the other two strategic choices, if it is to work. That 

is, if Apple is going to force people to buy some type of listening device, it can make that option less painful or more 

appealing by allowing them to do so at a “discount.” The lowered price helps buyers feel like they are getting a great deal, 

even if they previously could have had (lower quality) headphones for no additional cost. Furthermore, the lower price 

helps overcome any potential complaints by tech fans who might have been waiting for a new model, which will not be 

coming for some time.  

The AirPods’ price drop is notable, but it reportedly is not alone. Some analysts predict that the iPhone 12 will arrive with 

a starting price of $649. It is still a lot, but it is less than the starting price for last year’s iPhone 11. In this move, Apple is 

providing a better quality, new version of its extremely popular product for less money.  

In a way then, Apple’s recent pricing moves are unprecedented for the company. But in another way, they are precisely in 

line with the company’s broader strategy: Apple is responding, creatively, quickly, and competitively, to new market 

conditions, with an innovative approach that ensures its continued competitive advantage and reinforces is positioning. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. How is Apple driving demand for AirPods? 

2. How does this pricing strategy differ from Apple’s past strategies, and what has driven this change? 

3. Do you think that these novel strategies will be effective? 
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New Concert Streaming and Sponsoring Opportunities: The 

Example of BeApp and Coke  

Peter Adams, “Coke Bets on New Music Streamer BeApp as Virtual Concerts Take Center Stage,” Marketing Dive, May 22, 2020; Coca-Cola, 

“#BeApp Partners with Coca-Cola to Launch Coke Session Series,” May 14, 2020, https://www.coca-colacompany.com/press-releases/beapp-

partners-with-coca-cola-to-launch-coke-studio-sessions 

Use with Chapter 3, “Digital Marketing: Online, Social, and Mobile,” and Chapter 13, “Services: The Intangible 

Product” 

When concerts, among other large gatherings, became 

impossible due to COVID-19, consumers still sought 

entertainment and a means to connect with their favorite 

artists. A new model quickly arose, in which streaming 

platforms contracted with popular musicians to play for large 

audiences, connected virtually. Some of the first few versions 

were free, but the various parties in this particular supply 

chain also have started thinking about how to ensure that 

those providing the service are being paid for their efforts. 

One experiment along these lines is instructive. The BeApp 

platform came into being only after the pandemic took hold, 

seeking to provide a concert-dedicated alternative to general 

streaming platforms like YouTube or Spotify. Initiated by 

two music industry professionals, its sole selling proposition is to offer a series of daily concerts, for 60 days, featuring 

popular artists like Diplo, Katy Perry, and the cast of Hamilton.  

On BeApp, users can not only listen to the performance but also interact with the channel, such as by inviting their friends 

to join the livestreams, commenting on the performance, and donating to the Red Cross through a link. When they engage 

in these ways, users also earn points, which they can trade for “front row” access (i.e., their names get displayed onscreen) 

and even a mention by the artist in real time.  

In addition to this novel approach to live music, the innovative concept is prompting a novel approach to sponsorships. 

Coca-Cola agreed to sponsor the new app, and in return, it earned naming rights for the 60-day experiment, now called 

Coke Studio Sessions. Furthermore, the latest announcements of which new artists have been added to the lineup and 

when their performances will stream appear on Coca-Cola’s social media channels, likely driving more traffic by 

impatient fans.  

Other brands that traditionally have devoted substantial marketing dollars to concert sponsorships similarly are seeking 

alternative investments. For example, on YouTube, visitors can find the Budweiser Rewind series, in which artists play 

more informally, and users can request specific songs during the session.  

But the Coke sponsorship of BeApp is distinct, in that it involves a totally new platform, designed to be limited in 

duration, that is dedicated solely to streaming live concerts. Whether the novelty will be part of the appeal, or if 

consumers will simply rely on familiar platforms to get their live music fix, remains to be seen. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. Do you think BeApp will be able to differentiate itself from more established services? 

2. Do you think digital experiences will replace live sponsorships? 
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How to Advertise During a Pandemic: IKEA Offers Building 

Instructions for Forts at Home   
Tom Ryan, “IKEA’s Play Fort Ads Illustrate What’s Good About Times Like These,” Retail Wire, May 20, 2020; Leah Asmelash, “IKEA’s 

Instructions for Building the Best Pillow Forts Are What Every Parent Needs Right Now,” CNN, May 15, 2020   

Use with Chapter 19, “Advertising, Public Relations, and Sales Promotions” 

For marketers, COVID-19 creates a unique challenge, in that 

they cannot appear to be exploiting the situation, and they also 

want to communicate positive and enjoyable messages to 

consumers without ignoring the difficult conditions they face. 

Those companies continuing to struggle with achieving this 

balance might want to take a page—literally and 

figuratively—from IKEA. 

The Russian branch of the furniture company devised a series 

of six instruction manuals for how to build forts at home. For 

parents stuck for ideas for how to keep their children 

entertained without leaving the house, the plans offer 

inspiration. The easy-to-follow blueprints are cute and clever; 

they promise several days of entertainment, in that children 

could try each of the designs, testing out their skills at 

building forts, caves, wigwams, or castles. The opportunities for imaginative play within these structures then seemingly 

create themselves. 

Although the drawings provided by the instruction manuals include depictions of IKEA furniture, they are not exclusive. 

That is, they show blankets draped over couch cushions, which could refer to any brand or maker. It is not as if parents are 

required to purchase IKEA items—or even anything new, beyond what they likely already have at home—to be able to 

leverage the creative and fun idea. 

But once they have been playing around with the designs, they might find the idea of using an IKEA table more 

appealing, because it makes for a great base for a blanket house. Furthermore, consumers likely develop a positive 

perception of IKEA for issuing the helpful, reassuring ideas for free.   

Parents might especially appreciate IKEA’s effort because of its potential to keep their kids entertained. But it is not the 

only brand to find appealing ways to advertise during the crisis. Budweiser brought back its famous “Wassup?” 

advertising campaign to encourage people to call and check in on their friends; Nike posts weekly fitness challenges that 

allow amateurs to compete against pros like Rory McIlroy by trying to sink putts in their living rooms; and Shake Shack 

added a series of how-to videos to help people learn how to cook at home. The campaigns acknowledge and reflect the 

“new normal,” even as they remind consumers of how the brands can help them keep some important things—including 

playing in forts made of pillows—nearly the same. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. Can this advertising campaign, which does not explicitly promote any of IKEA’s products, be successful for 

IKEA? What metrics should the company use to measure the impact of the campaign? 

2. How are other companies using nostalgia and positive emotional feelings to promote their brands?  
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Expanding the Product Line, Condensing Store Fronts: The 

Gap Brands’ Plan   
Matthew Stern, “Gap Plans to Move into Non-Apparel Categories,” Retail Wire, May 8, 2020; Haley Chouinard, “Gap Inks Home Décor Deal,” 

Business of Home, May 5, 2020 

Use with Chapter 17, “Retailing and Omnichannel Marketing” 

In a recent regulatory filing, Gap Inc.—the parent company of not just the Gap but 

also Banana Republic, Old Navy, and Athleta—noted that it had not paid rent for 

its stores in April 2020. The move was a cost-saving measure, but it also 

foreshadowed the company’s expectation that it would need to close many stores to 

recover from the challenges associated with COVID-19. Yet even as it took these 

drastic steps to reduce its footprint, Gap Inc. announced other plans to expand, by 

establishing a broader, previously untested product assortment. 

In particular, the Gap and Banana Republic brands will start selling textiles, 

furniture, and home décor. This market entry represents an attempt to leverage its 

reputation for appealing styles by getting people to consider the retailers’ offerings 

not just for their outfits but also for outfitting their homes. The licensing deal 

means that the companies will not produce the new products but rather will license 

their brands to appear on the offerings.  

Furthermore, Gap Inc. indicated plans to expand the baby products available 

through BabyGap and a relatively recently acquired brand called Janie and Jack. 

These assortment expansions are likely to include baby care products, as well as furniture and equipment, so that new 

parents can outfit their children stylishly but also design their rooms with appealing looks.  

The expansions may seem dramatic, but substantial change also seems necessary. Even before the detrimental effects of 

the pandemic, Gap Inc. had faced concerns across all its brands. The flagship Gap brand had grown stale and could not 

attract many shoppers; higher end Banana Republic was struggling to justify its pricing; and even the previously steady 

Old Navy brand had announced same-store sales declines compared with the previous year. With all its brands hurting, 

Gap Inc. was not particularly well positioned to deal with a global pandemic too. But it believes that moves to expand into 

new markets will be the key to surviving all these challenges. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. Is expanding into new product categories likely to improve sales for the different Gap Inc. brands? 

2. Would you buy home decor from the Gap? Banana Republic? Janie and Jack? Do your answers differ for the 

different brands? 
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When a Differentiation Advantage Becomes a Supply 

Detriment: Wendy’s Limited Fresh Beef Supplies  
David Yaffe-Bellany and Michael Corkery, “A Wendy’s with No Burgers as Meat Production Is Hit,” The New York Times, May 5, 2020; George 

Anderson, “Customers Ask Wendy’s ‘Where’s the Beef?’,” Retail Wire, May 6, 2020 

Use with Chapter 16, “Supply Chain and Channel Management” 

As a key distinction for its offerings, Wendy’s has always highlighted its use of fresh 

beef in its burgers, comparing itself with competitors like McDonald’s or Burger 

King that rely on frozen patties. The company claimed that this commitment to using 

fresh meat ensured better quality hamburgers, and it reinforced that claim over and 

over again, as famously summarized in its “Where’s the Beef?” advertising 

campaigns.  

But the difference also meant that when the beef supply chain was disrupted by the 

implications of COVID-19, Wendy’s was the first fast food chain to face massive 

shortages. Whereas the other chains could pull frozen patties from their 

warehouses—which hold substantial amounts of inventory, according to one 

industry observer, who noted there was no true meat shortage—fresh meat was 

harder to find. It cannot be stockpiled, so when the supply chain stopped producing, 

Wendy’s had no inventory on hand to keep restaurants fully supplied. At the national 

level, an estimated 20 percent of orders for Wendy’s burgers thus have been going 

unfulfilled. 

These effects arose because the spread of the coronavirus required the shuttering of 

many meat processing plants. Infection rates were particularly high in these settings, 

which involve closed plants and represent a high risk, because they are central to people’s food supply. When the 

mandatory closures were enforced, meat production declined by approximately 35 percent, compared with average levels.  

Those constraints have persisted for several weeks; in this supply chain, it usually takes about three weeks for the 

slaughtered cattle to be processed and reach grocery stores or restaurants. Thus, the effects took several weeks to reach 

consumers, and they appeared to vary across regions. Wendy’s outlets in the Northeast were far more affected than those 

in the Southwest; no restaurants in Nevada or Arizona ran out of stock, for example. But as the shutdowns continue, these 

stockout scenarios may become more widespread.  

Some grocery store chains such as Kroger and Costco have started to impose purchase limits on fresh meat, requiring 

families to purchase no more than four packages per trip. Wegmans tells customers that they should not expect to be able 

to get every cut of meat they might want.  

Furthermore, even the restaurant chains that use frozen patties are noting some fluctuations in prices. That it, they can get 

what they need to supply their stores, but doing so costs them significantly more. The uncertainty is affecting other fresh 

meat supply chains too, including those for pork and poultry, leading Tyson Foods to warn that “the supply chain is 

breaking.” Still, there may be light at the end of the tunnel; some processing plants have already reopened, and many retail 

executives believe that any shortages they have experienced will be temporary—unless of course the pandemic resurges.   

Discussion Questions: 

1. Explain how a product differentiation strategy, such as Wendy’s uses when it commits to putting only fresh beef 

in its burgers, can be both an advantage and a disadvantage. 

2. If the supply chain for fresh meat continues to be volatile and uncertain, what can retailers (both grocery and 

restaurant) do to ensure sufficient supply? 
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A Direct Link to Snacks: PepsiCo’s PantryShop.com and 

Snacks.com Experiment  
Christopher Doering, “Why PepsiCo Launched 2 New Direct-to-Consumer Sites,” Marketing Dive, May 12, 2020; George Anderson, “PepsiCo 

Launches Direct-to-Consumer Sites for its Brands,” Retail Wire, May 12, 2020 

Use with Chapter 16, “Supply Chain and Channel Management” 

For shoppers in the coronavirus era who would prefer to avoid grocery stores altogether 

or, if they must go, want to limit their time in the stores to reduce their risk of exposure 

to others, stopping to browse the snack aisles might not be high on the list of priorities. 

But consumers still love their salty and sweet indulgences. To ensure that they can get 

the products they love, safely and consistently, PepsiCo undertook a rapid, innovative 

rollout of two new ecommerce sites, PantryShop.com and Snacks.com, that make all its 

products readily available.  

Although PepsiCo’s various brands are available on both sites, they take different 

assortment approaches, depending on consumers’ varying needs. Through the 

PantryShop.com site, PepsiCo offers carefully curated packages of multiple products (in 

both regular and larger family-sized versions). Thus, if a family wants to make sure it is 

well stocked with breakfast staples, it can order the “Rise & Shine” package and receive 

a delivery of Tropicana orange juice, Quaker oatmeal, and Life cereal. A “Workout & 

Recovery” kit instead offers Gatorade, Muscle Milk, and Propel water.  

In contrast, on Snacks.com, consumers can put together their own basket, whether they 

like to have both Ruffles wavy and Lay’s plain potato chips on hand, or if they feel compelled to ensure that their pantries 

feature the full range of Dorito’s flavors. Snacks.com also promises access to some products that their local stores might 

not carry, such as regionally targeted flavors or versions that were in somewhat limited release.  

For both sites, average delivery times are about two days. Whereas all shipping is free on PantryShop.com (for which the 

bundles establish a price floor), consumers must place orders of at least $15 to avoid shipping charges on Snacks.com.  

Notably, both sides were designed, developed, and launched in just about 30 days. PepsiCo executives were anxious to 

address the new shopping trends created by the coronavirus pandemic and ensure that their consumers would maintain 

their easy access to the comforting snacks and drinks they prefer. However, that rapid development also meant that the 

ecommerce sites feature some limitations. In particular, not every product from every brand in the portfolio is available, 

such as bottled Starbucks beverages. 

But PepsiCo promises more products will be added and describes these sites as just the first step in a continued effort to 

open direct-to-consumer channels. In particular, PepsiCo is carefully monitoring sales of both bundles on PantryShop.com 

and individual items on Snack.com, to see what people like and what else they might request. These insights in turn are 

likely to influence how the company designs displays in stores. For example, if it turns out that the same customer is 

purchasing “Workout & Recovery” bundles, then also adding lots of nuts to a Snacks.com order, the company might want 

to add more food-based protein sources to its bundles. It also might move cans of nuts to a display along with Propel 

water, to give exercise fans a hint about how they can purchase those items together for a healthy snack. In this sense, the 

ecommerce introduction is unique and timely, but it also reflects the company’s continued and consistent efforts to 

understand what consumers want, so it can get its offerings right. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. Would you purchase products from either of PepsiCo’s new websites? 

2. More broadly, should consumer packaged goods firms that traditionally have sold through brick-and-mortar retail 

stores adopt more direct-to-consumer ecommerce strategies? 

3. How do PepsiCo’s two new websites differ, and is this distinction meaningful? 
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Rainbow Washing or a Sincere Effort: A Temporary 

Packaging Redesign by Skittles  
Peter Adams, “Skittles Returns to Controversial Colorless Packaging in Honor of LGBTQ Pride,” Marketing Dive, May 21, 2020 

Use with Chapter 4 “Conscious Marketing, Corporate Social Responsibility, and Ethics” and Chapter 11 “Product 

Branding and Packaging Decisions” 

With the memorable assertion that “Only one rainbow matters 

during Pride,” the Skittles brand plans to introduce packaging 

that eliminates all of the bright colors that usually appear on its 

bags and boxes. Noting its existing references to rainbows in its 

taglines and marketing, the brand believes it is uniquely well 

positioned to bring attention to LGBTQ concerns and rights, 

particularly during Pride month. 

It is not the first time Skittles has done so; in the past, it 

introduced completely white packaging and sold the bags in 

Canada, the United Kingdom, and Germany. This year, the 

packaging, while still notably less colorful, uses variations of 

gray tones. The redesigned packages also will be available in the 

United States throughout the month of June. Furthermore, for 

every Pride Pack sold, Skittles will donate $1 to the advocacy group GLAAD. 

These adjustments reflect some lessons that Skittles learned the last time around. In particular, the pure white packaging it 

previously used came in for some criticisms, by observers who noted the potential resonance of this design choice with 

white supremacist and racist groups. By adding gray tones, Skittles avoids any such unintentional signifiers.  

Furthermore, by putting its money where its message is and donating to a well-known advocacy group, Skittles hopes to 

avoid skeptical allegations that the repackaging initiative is a cynical attempt to exploit the connection to Pride. Such 

critiques of “rainbow washing” mirror complaints about companies that claim to be environmentally conscious, without 

behaving in ways that respect the environment, also known as greenwashing. In addition to contributing funds, Skittles is 

encouraging the use of #OneRainbow, to reflect its support for ongoing efforts by GLAAD to ensure and protect the rights 

and safety of LGBTQ people.  

Discussion Questions: 

1. What is rainbow washing? 

2. Is this temporary repackaging by Skittles an example of it or not? 
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Chex Quest Returns! Bringing a Nostalgic Branded Game into 

Today  
Dianna Christie and Natalie Koltun, “Chex Mix Reboots Branded Video Game from the ‘90s,” Marketing Dive, May 19, 2020 

Use with Chapter 18, “Integrated Marketing Communications” 

Let’s take a trip to the ancient past—the 1990s, if you will. In 

that decade, breakfast consumers digging through their boxes of 

Chex in the morning might have found a CD-ROM. If they 

inserted it into the disk drives on their computers—we told you 

it was ancient!—they gained access to an odd and charming, 

nonviolent, first-person shooter game called Chex Quest. 

Players used an animated piece of Chex cereal as their avatar, 

and this hero was joined by compatriots, in the shape of the 

other ingredients (e.g., pretzels, breadsticks) often appearing in 

Chex Mix. 

The game was more a cult hit than a cultural phenomenon, but it 

represented an early and successful example of branded gaming 

opportunities. It also attracted some loyal fans, and those fans 

still ask about it sometimes. Seeing an opportunity to achieve a nostalgic connection and engagement with its consumers, 

Chex therefore decided to reintroduce Chex Quest, in a high-tech version, on the online Steam gaming platform. The 

quest is similar, but the modern version provides a multiplayer mode, high-definition graphics, and a split screen option. 

Codes available on packages of Chex cereals and snack mixes also will allow players to unlock special features and 

additional characters.  

Even if some of the details have changed, the goal of the marketing initiative is the same. By playing Chex Quest, 

consumers are encouraged to interact with the brand. If that interaction involves a purchase of its products, it helps them 

succeed in and enjoy the game even more. Then, because this iteration also evokes comforting, nostalgic memories among 

gamers who have been shooting it out since the days when CD-ROMs were a thing, it is likely to induce even more 

positive feelings among fans. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. Do you play any branded games, and if so, what is your attitude toward that brand? Do you purchase more of its 

products to improve your play experience? 

2. How long should a brand wait before it starts leveraging nostalgia as part of its appeal? 
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Nura: The Earphones that Sound Great to You, Because 

They’re Tailored to Your Ear 
Mark Sparrow, “These New Earphones from Nura Can Create a Personal Profile for your Ears Only,” Forbes, May 20, 2020 

Use with Chapter 12, “Developing New Products” 

Using a novel technology that monitors the acoustic emissions 

that people’s ears produce as they listen, Nura headphones and 

earphones can detect the frequencies to which each individual 

listener is most sensitive. By processing these signals and 

syncing with a user’s smartphone, the devices then adjust their 

output, such that each wearer receives a transmission of sound 

that is uniquely and specifically designed for her or his ears. For 

audiophiles, as well as people with sensitive or difficulty 

hearing, the outcome is revelatory. 

The Australian company that created the technology started on 

Kickstarter, where it raised nearly US$2 million—the largest campaign ever to come from Australia. Its first product, the 

Nuraphones, featured a can design, such that the headphones fit over users’ ears. It prompted nearly universally positive 

reviews in terms of performance. But people were less enthused with some other features, including the need to wear the 

headphones outside rather than wedging them in their ears. 

Thus Nura’s most recent product introduction is the NuraLoop. This earphone version of the listening device offers the 

same functionality and syncing capabilities, but it is smaller and more compact than the Nuraphones, as well as 

comfortable for a wider range of users. Furthermore, the company worked to identify and head off any complaints that 

consumers might have expressed, before ever introducing the design.  

For example, the NuraLoop battery lasts for 16 hours of use, and in a pinch, a quick 10-minute charge can provide about 2 

hours of playback. The earphones also are very lightweight. Although they are wireless in terms of their connectivity, a 

cable runs behind users’ heads, connecting each bud, to avoid the risk of one of them falling out and being lost. They turn 

off automatically when removed from the ears, and TouchDials on the earpieces allow people to adjust the volume, pause, 

or skip tracks with a single touch. 

These features reflect the expert input that Nura gathered from users when developing the devices, including from 

professional DJs. With a retail price of around US$200, Nura hopes that the personalized listening options that its 

NuraLoops provide soon will make the rounds among regular music listeners too. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. In what stage of the product development lifecycle are Nuraphones? NuraLoop devices? 

2. How should Nura price its offerings to increase adoption? 
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Something for Everyone: Shopping through Facebook Shops  
Robert Williams, “Facebook Debuts Shops e-Commerce Initiative to Support Small Businesses,” Marketing Dive, May 20, 2020 

Use with Chapter 3, “Digital Marketing: Online, Social, and Mobile,” and Chapter 17, “Retailing and 

Omnichannel Marketing” 

Platforms rely on the active participation of different kinds of 

users, each of which must benefit from its participation. With 

this basic premise in mind, Facebook appears to be seeking to 

ensure that its platform appeals to all sides of the sales 

exchanges and interactions that take place on it. 

In particular, for small businesses that maintain pages and also 

advertise on Facebook, it needs to ensure steady streams of 

potential customers, which these businesses, with their limited 

resources, can access inexpensively and appropriately. For 

customers, Facebook wants to make sure they see 

advertisements and postings by sellers that interest them, then 

give them an easy, safe way to make purchases. And of course, Facebook itself needs to earn sufficient revenues from 

these business operations to earn revenue and support its continued operations. 

The Facebook Shops feature promises to meet all these needs. Through Shops, small businesses can establish a dedicated 

digital storefront, without having to invest in developing a separate site. In addition to ordering capabilities, Shops will 

allow these businesses to link their profiles on various Facebook-owned social media, including Instagram, WhatsApp, 

and Messenger. Through these links, they can interact with potential buyers, answering questions and offering advice.  

For users, the introduction of Shops makes it extremely easy to purchase items of interest. Some sellers still encourage 

visitors to click through to their sites, but the Facebook Checkout program also promises that users might just click on 

something they like and complete the purchase, even as they continue scroll through their feeds on Facebook or 

Instagram. A promised development for the future would enable them to link their existing loyalty program memberships 

with select retailers to their social media accounts too. 

Finally, for Facebook, Shops is another way to keep users on its site, as well as keep its small business customers happy. 

Small businesses account for a substantial percentage of the 8 million advertisers that appear on Facebook’s various social 

media sites, so it needs to find ways to support them, especially in these trying times, when their traditional sources of 

income (e.g., in-person purchases by local customers) are less available. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. How does the Shops feature promise to help small businesses and customers?  

2. For which member of the platform—buyers, sellers, or Facebook itself—are the benefits of Shops most 

significant? 

3. What other options does Facebook have to keep its platform appealing for both small business sellers and buyers? 
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